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As couture week in Paris entered its final furlong, the
French capital was electrified by celebrity concerts
and eccentric, creative designs. But Karl Lagerfeld’s

fur-only couture show for Fendi provoked disruptive ani-
mal-rights protests. Here are the highlights of the fall-win-
ter 2015-16 shows on Wednesday, including Jean Paul
Gaultier, Viktor & Rolf and Elie Saab.

Elie Saab’s princesses
All the colors of Rapunzel’s sleepy, overgrown magical

tower featured in the Lebanese designer’s subdued cou-
ture collection Wednesday. Long lace column gowns had
glimmering organic embroideries that seemed to have
delicately grown up on them like the plants and vines in
the fairytale princess’s tower. Sheer tulle sections in the
skirts and torso played on transparency, evoking the three-
dimensionality of flora.

Saab made sure his color palette this season mirrored
this - doing away with his bread-and-butter, traffic-stop-
ping bright gowns for a softer color wheel. Gold and silver
embroidered dresses captured the hues of metal.
Elsewhere, nude pink evoked flesh, pale terre verte the
plants, and beige and black, the Earth. The models, who
wore organic golden crowns, made it clear this indeed was
a collection aimed at women who see themselves as
princesses.

Gaultier goes Breton
The Breton stripe, as worn by sailors, has become syn-

onymous with Jean Paul Gaultier over the years (alongside
the conical bra.) So Wednesday’s fall-winter couture collec-
tion - inspired by the French region of Brittany - seemed
like a wholly natural place for the French designer.

The results were more theatre than couture. But the
exuberant couturier produced a highly infectious presen-
tation, replete with an entire traditional Breton orchestra
performing bagpipes on the runway, crepe-makers hand-
ing out delights and one model marching theatrically
down in a giant patchwork couture explosion with a tube
wig that had one guest weeping with laughter.
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